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Leonora Flis is a translator, journalist, and literary scholar. She received her doctorate in American 
literature from the University of Ljubljana. Her research topics are contemporary American and Slovene 
prose, literary journalism, and graphic novels. Her article “Vznik ameriškega dokumentarnega romana” 
appeared in the journal Primerjalna književnost in 2007. (leonaraflis@gmail.com.) 
 
Žarko Lazarević’s research covers aspects of economic development in Slovenia, particularly agriculture, 
industrialization, cooperatives, and financial institutions. He is interested in the ways in which economic 
processes have influenced social structure. Certain of his numerous recent articles treat Slovene-Croatian 
economic relations and Slovenia’s economic integration into Yugoslavia before WW II. 
(zarko.lazarevic@guest.arnes.si) 
 
Boris Mlakar is a research fellow at the Institute of Contemporary History in Ljubljana. His main 
scholarly interest is WW II in Slovenia, especially problems of collaboration and civil war. He also 
conducts research on local history in the Slovene Littoral during the era of Fascism. His well-known book, 
Slovensko domobranstvo 1943-1945: Ustanovitev, organizacija, idejno ozadje, was published in 2003. 
(BorisM@inz.si) 
 
Miran Štuhec chairs the Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures at the University of Maribor and 
directs a bilateral research project on Slovene and Croation literary contacts. His research interests are 
narrative paradigms in Slovene literature and historiographic writing. His articles and books have been 
published in Slovenia and abroad. He has lectured recently in Prague, Zabreb, Vilnius and elsewhere. 
(miran.stuhec@uni-mb.si) 
 
